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ties to its origins. Bmh orthodoxy and authority are at s[' ke in such efforts, but 
the Zen s hool is oncerneJ with more than establishing its insti utional legit
imacy. It does not wish to be an institution but to lay claim to a spiritual tradition. 
In the Zen Buddhist view, what is being passed on in Zen is tht: very essence 
of Buddhist truth itself. For such a transmission, one may object, names and 
genealogies are hardly necessary. Every truly enlightened Zen master would agree. 

till, Zen doe b long to history, and the five chronicles from the Sung period, 
for all their historical inadequacies, point to one of the essential traits of the 
way of Zen. 
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As a sign of pecial favor, the Buddha exchanged robes with Kasyapa. In the 
Buddhist scriptures Kasyapa is referred to as the "first of the strict observers of 
tht: rule"; he took a leading role in the order. 

The second of the Chinese chronicles of the Sung period, The Tim-sheng 
Record of the Widely Extending Lamp, is the work of an industrious lay disciple 
of the Ri nzai schoo!. W ithout naming the previous Buddhas, this chronicle 
begins with Sakyamun i and narrates the memorable event to which the Zen 
school asc rib . its origins. According to this account, once, during his sermon 
on Vulture ak, th Exalted One held up a golden lotus blossom to all those 
assembled. Only Kasyapa understood, and smiled, Acct rding to book 2 of the 
chronicle, which is prohably the earliest version of this well known episode, 
"the World Honored One thereupon turned to the assembly and said, ' I possess 
the True Dharma Eye, the Marvelous Mind of Nirva~a. I entrust it to 
Mahakasyapa,' " 

Th third chronicle, entitled The Chien-chung Ching-bw SHpplementar)' 
Record of the Lamp, was completed in 110 I (and published in L103) by a learned 
monk of the Ummon school named Fo-kuo Wei-po. The title of book I, "The 
T rue School," reveals the intent of the work: to preserve the unbroken tn ns
mission of genuine enlightenment. The line of transmission is traced from Silk
yamuni through the twenty-eight Indian and six Chinese patriarchs until round 
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